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1. Introduction

Recently, several new cryptosystems based
on bilinear pairings have been proposed. One
of the important pairing-based cryptographic
schemes is the tripartite key agreement pro-
tocol, which allows three entities establish
session keys [1, 2, 4, 5]. The three-party (or
tripartite) case is of most practical importance
not only because it is the most common size
for electronic conferences but also because it
can be used to provide a range of services for
two parties communicating. For example, a
third party can be added to chair, or referee a
conversation for auditing, or data recovery
purposes. It can also facilitate the job of group
communication. Joux’s pairing-based tripar-
tite key agreement protocol [6] is efficient.
However, the protocol does not authenticate
the messages, and, therefore, Shim [4] pro-
posed an authenticated version to the basic
man-in-the-middle attack. However, Shim’s
scheme requires two operations to compute

the session key. Recently, Lin, Huang, and
Lin proposed an efficient tripartite authenti-
cated key agreement protocol that requires
only one pairing operation [1]. The schemes
are named as the LHL schemes for short in
this article.

However, the LHL tripartite key scheme is
vulnerable to insider attack, outsider imper-
sonation attack, and key-compromise imper-
sonation attack. This paper examines the se-
curity weakness of the scheme and proposes
our new scheme. The rest of the paper is or-
ganized as follows. Section 2 gives some pre-
liminaries of bilinear pairing, and discusses
the security properties of a secure tripartite
key agreement scheme. Section 3 reviews the
LHL tripartite key agreement protocol. Sec-
tion 4 shows the security weaknesses of the
LHL tripartite key agreement schemes and
proposes our improved scheme, which is fol-
lowed by the conclusions in Section 5.
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2. Preliminaries

2.1. Modified Weil pairing

Let p be a prime such that p=2 (mod 3) and
p=6q-1 for some prime q>3. Let E be the el-
liptic curve defined by 132 xy over

pF .

Let P be a generator of the group of points
with order 6/)1(  pq from the elliptic
curve E. Let G be the subgroup of *

2p
F of

order q. The Weil pairing on the two elliptic
curve discrete logarithm problem, is a map-
ping GGGe qq : . The point

qG is the

group of points with order q. The modified
Weil pairing is defined as [2][3].

GGGe qq :̂ , ))(,(),(̂ QPeQPe 
Then 2/)( PFEQ  , and PFEQ / .The

map ),(),( yxyx   of points on the curve
E, *

21 PF is a solution of 013 x in

2PF . The modified Weil pairing then satisfies
the following properties:
1. Bilinear：Let Zba , and ][, qEQP  ,

abQPeQbPae ),(̂),(̂  .
2. Non-degenerate ： There exists qGP

such that 1),(̂ PPe .
3. Polynomial-time computable：The map-

ping function ),(̂ QPe is computable in
polynomial time.

2.2. Security properties of key agreement
scheme

A secure tripartite authenticated key agree-
ment protocol should have the following
properties:

1. Resistance to known-key security ：
Knowledge of past session keys does not
allow the attacker to deduce the session
keys afterward.

2. Forward secrecy：Even though an adver-
sary has compromised the long-term se-

cret keys of one or more entities, the se-
crecy of previously established session
keys should not be affected.

3. Resistance to key-compromise impersona-
tion attack：The compromise of an entity
A’s long-term private key will allow an
adversary to impersonate A, but it should
not enable the adversary to impersonate
other entities to A.

4. No insider attack：The insider attack in a
tripartite key agreement protocol means
that one of the three entities try to imper-
sonate another one of the three entities.
For example, B might try to fool A that
they and C have participated in a protocol
run, while in fact C does not. This attack
could have serious consequences: for ex-
ample, if C acts as an on-line escrow agent
or a referee. A secure tripartite key
agreement protocol should resist this at-
tack.

5. No man-in-the-middle attack：A secure
key agreement protocol should resist this
attack.

3. The LHL tripartite key agreement
scheme

Setup：The system set up the following
parameters for the users. The public domain
parameters )̂,,,,( ePEqp , where E is a elliptic
curve defined over

pF , P be a generator of

the group of points with order q from the
elliptic curve E, and )(,̂e is the modified
Weil pairing that satisfies the bilinear proper-
ties. Each entities static public keys are ex-
changed via certificates.

ACert denotes A’s
public-key certificate, which includes her
static public key PaYA  , an unique iden-
tifier string of A such as A’s name and address,
and a certification authority CA’s signature
over this information. Similarly,

BCert and

CCert are the certificates for B and C, with

PbYB  and PcYC  as their static pub-
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lic keys, respectively, where a, b and c, are
random numbers selected by A, B and C, re-
spectively. a, b and c, are used as the
long-term private keys.

The LHL protocol： Let A, B and C are the
three entities running the protocol. In each
communication, A (B and C) chooses a ran-
dom number x (y and z), computes

AA YxT  (
BB YyT  and

CC YzT  ), and
broadcasts the value with his certificates, re-
spectively. Note that x, y and z are used as the
ephemeral private keys (x, y, z Z ).
Protocol messages:

)(aPxTA A ： , ACert

)(bPyTB B ： , BCert
)(cPzTC C ： , CCert

Than A, B and C compute the session keys

AK ,
BK , and

CK as follows:
))()((),(̂),(̂ czcbybaxaaxa

CCBBA PPeTYTYeK   (1)
))()((),(̂),(̂ czcbybaxabyb

CCAAB PPeTYTYeK   (2)

))()((),(̂),(̂ czcbybaxaczc
BBAAC PPeTYTYeK   (3)

)||||||(
)||||||(
)||||||(

CBAKkdf
CBAKkdf
CBAKkdfK

C

B

A



 (4)

The shared secret key is the K where kdf()
is a key derivation function.

4. Weaknesses of the LHL scheme and
our improvements

4.1. Impersonation attack on the LHL
scheme

Insider attack: The insider attack in a tri-
partite key agreement protocol means that one
of the three entities try to impersonate another
one of the three entities. Assume B is the in-
side attacker, tries to fool A that C participates
in the protocol run, B randomly chooses
number zand computes PzYT CC ' ,

and sends 'CT to A. A will accept the mes-
sages and will compute the session key. The
keys computed by the entities are as follows:

zbybaxaaxa
CCBBA PPeTYTYeK   ))((),(̂)',(̂'

zbybaxabyb
CCAAB PPeTYTYeK   ))((),(̂)',(̂'

zbybaxaz
BBAAC PPeTYTYeK  ))((),(̂),(̂'

According to the above discussion, the new
session key is the

'))((),(̂''' zbybaxa
CBAABC PPeKKKK  ,

that is, B fools A that they and C have par-
ticipated in a protocol run, while in fact C
does not. And, B has shared a session key
with A.

Outsider impersonation attack：We now
demonstrate how an adversary (E) who is an
outsider can easily impersonate as B to cheat
both A and C as follows. E masquerades as B,
and sends (

BBB CertPyYT , ) to A and C,
the number yis random select by E. After
receiving all the data, A will compute

)()(),(̂),(̂ czcyaxaaxa
CCBBA PPeTYTYeK   ,

and C will compute
)()(),(̂),(̂ czcyaxaczc

BBAAC PPeTYTYeK  
So, the adversary can derive the same session
by computing y

CCAAEB TYTYeK  ),(̂)(

)()(),(̂ czcyaxaPPe  . That is, the adversary
has impersonated B successfully. It is also
easy that an adversary can masquerades as B
and C simultaneously by extending above at-
tack.

Key-compromise impersonation attack： It
is easy to check that the LHL also cannot re-
sist key-compromise impersonation attack,
since an outsider who does not know any pri-
vate keys of the communicating parties can
impersonate these parties.

4.2. The improved scheme

This section proposes our improved scheme
to conquer all the weaknesses, and it further
provides key confirmation. Our protocol op-
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erates in broadcast mode. The proposed
scheme has the same first round and session
key confirmation (Equations (1) to (4)) as the
LHL scheme. But, it requires a second round
to confirm the derived key. In the second
round, each entity is required to sign on the
hashing values on the derived session key,
using Boneh, Lynn, and Shacham’s short sig-
nature scheme [7].

The proposed scheme is described as fol-
lows. Define one cryptographic hash function

qGH }1,0{:)(,1
, where

qG is a subgroup of

an elliptic curve.
Protocol run 1:

)(aPxTA A ： , ACert

)(bPyTB B ： , BCert
)(cPzTC C ： , CCert

Protocol run 2:
Than, A, B and C compute the signatures

AS ,
BS and

CS as follows：

A： ),(1 KIDaHS AA  , where
AID is

A’s identity, K is the session key as in
Equation (4), and a is A’s long-term private
key.

B： ),(1 KIDbHS BB 
C： ),(1 KIDcHS CC 

After receiving the confirmation data from
other entities, each entity will verify the sig-
nature data to conform the shared key. For
example, A will perform the following
checking, suing Equations 5 and 6. If the veri-
fication succeeds, then A accepts the session
key. Likewise, B and C will perform similar
verifications.

)),,((̂),(̂ 1 BBB YKIDHePSe  (5)

)),,((̂),(̂ 1 CCC YKIDHePSe  (6)

We show the correctness of Equation (5) as
follows:

)),,((̂)),,((̂),(̂ 11 BBBB YKIDHePKIDbHePSe  .

Please note that the proposed scheme can
conquer all the weaknesses of the LHL
scheme and further provides key confirmation,
with two additional pairing operations.

4.3. Security analysis

Known-key security: Each run of the pro-
tocol computes a different session key which
depends on the ephemeral private keys (x, y
and z). Thus, knowledge of past session keys
does not allow the attacker to deduce the ses-
sion keys afterward.

Full forward security: Suppose the
long-term private keys of all the entities are
compromised. Also allows an adversary to
obtain session keys previously established
between participator. But he/she cannot com-
pute the previously established session key. In
this case, if an adversary has learned that all
entities long-term private keys, say a, b and c,
at some point in the future, the adversary is
not able to compute the previously established
session key axa

CCBBA TYTYeK  ),(̂ with-

out ephemeral private key x. Similarly,
BK

and
CK cannot be computed without y and z,

respectively.
Key-compromise impersonation resistance:

Key-compromise impersonation means that
compromise of an entity’s (say A) long-term
private key a will allow an adversary E to
masquerade as C (or B) to A. In our protocol,
even though an adversary who has compro-
mised A’s private key could forge the mes-
sage in the first run and compute the same
session key with A, he cannot forge the sig-
nature on behalf of C (or B) to A. This key
confirmation requirement makes our protocol
resistant to key compromise impersonation
attack.

Insider impersonation resistance: Even
though an insider attacker could compute the
session key, he could not forge the signature
on behalf of other entities. Without knowing
their private key, this key confirmation mes-
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sage (signature on hashed key) makes the
protocol immune to insider attack.

Authenticated key confirmation: After
computing the session keys, each entity use
their long-term private key to sign on the
hashing values and broadcast their signature.
Every receiver can validate these signatures,
using Equations (5) and (6). Therefore, au-
thenticating key confirmation is achieved.

4.4. Efficiency analysis

This section analyzes the efficiency of our
improved scheme and its counterparts. Ac-
cording to the Table 1, both our improved
protocol and TAKC use signatures. To make
a comparison, we assume the two schemes

use the same signature and verification
scheme. Both our protocol and TAKC proto-
col achieve key confirmation, using three
pairing operation (one pairing is used to
compute secret key, and the others are used to
verify the signature). Our protocol needs three
Weil pairing, two elliptic curve scalar multi-
plication and two additions, to combine the
long-term public key with the ephemeral pub-
lic key. Additionally, it requires one modular
exponentiation, one signature operation and
two signature verifications. Compared with
TAKC, our protocol is more computationally
efficient. Furthermore, our scheme and TAKC
protocol request two rounds of broadcast to
satisfy key confirmation.

Table 1. Summaries of certificate-based tripartite key agreement protocols

SHIM [6] LHL [2] TAKC [8] Ours

Key confirmation N N Y Y

Outsider impersonation N Y N N

Inside impersonation Y Y N N

Key compromise imper-
sonation Y Y N N

Forward secrecy Y Y Y Y

Number of round 1 1 2 2
Computation of one party pairE2

scalarE1

exp2F

pairE1

scalarE1

addE2

exp1F

pairE1

scalarE3

addE2

EncF 31 exp 

* VerSig 21 

)12( scalarpair EE 

pairE1

scalarE1

addE2

exp1F

* VerSig 21 

)12( scalarpair EE 

Notation:
pairrE denotes one pairing operation on the elliptic curves (E);

scalarE denotes one scalar multiplication

on the elliptic curves (E);
addE denotes one elliptic curve point addition;

expF denotes one exponentia-

tion on G; Enc denotes one symmetric encryption; Sig denotes one signature operation; Ver denotes
one signature verification.

* The values in the brackets count the number of operations required, assuming we use the signature and verification
operations described in this paper.
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5. Conclusions

This paper has showed the security weak-
nesses of the Lin-Huang-Lin tripartite authen-
ticated key agreement protocol, and has pro-
posed an improved scheme that resists all the
security threats and provides key confirmation.
Also note that the proposed scheme requires
only three pairing operations. It is secure and
efficient.
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